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M Cast aluminum frame

Watts
■ Ground Lug

B Drip proof design

B Safety shield

B Rodent screen

B Convenient lifting eye

nOO'Nl^ B Welder receptical

B All recepticals have
circut breakers

* lEsf'ZaflD VB 'Jfe M All weather bearings
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60 HERTZ*
MOTOR MOTOR COMBINATION APPROX.

STARTING ELECTRICAL AMPERES STARTING MOTOR LOAD NET
SURGE S EDIFICATIONS ABILITY OPERATION WEIGHT
WATTS VOLTS 208 V 140 V HP** HP**
70.000 T2O/240 104 20 25 360

100.000
_

120/240 146 28 35 465
100.000 120/208 112 35 35 440
100.000 120/240 97 35 35 440

125.000
__

120/240 188 36 45 500
125.000 120/208 144 45 45 495
125.000 120/240 125 45 45 495

150.000 120/240
~~

229 44 55 550

150.000 120/208 176 55 55 550
150.000 120/240 152 55 55 550

lotor under non lal load and conditions

B 2% voltage regulation-
no load to full load

■ Troublefree electronic
excitation

■ Four pole rotating field
design at 1800 RPM

■ Direct drive cooling fan

B Grounded duplex recepticals

H Three year limited warranty
to original purchaser

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Off road trailers
Power shafts
Manual transfer switches
Electrical cords
Completely brushless units. Consult
factory for motor starting characteristics
and voltage dip specifications
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ABOUT
MAXI-POWER

P.T.O.
GENERATORS

- This ail new Maxi-Power generator has all the
features that modern technology has available. We
here at Maxi-Power have for the past two years been
in the process of designing a PTO generator that
meets the needs of the farmers.

An interchangeable box adds versitility to each
unit. Gear boxes are available for 540 or 1000 RPM
drive. Each box contains helical cut gears which are
precision machined and aligned to insure quiet and
dependable service.

The windings are all copper. It is a proven fact that
copper is a better conductor than aluminum. This is
the quality that you need for long power outages.

Most Farmers are aware of the fact that a
generator should be excercised a few times a year,
but with a busy schedule time seems to slip away.
Maxi-Power has installed permanent magnets in each
generator assuring that the residual magnetism is
never lost. Even after years of idleness the Maxi-
Power PTO generator will still produce electricity at
its rated capacity. However, we still recommend the
exercising of the generator.

Maxi-Power PTO generators have inherent voltage
regulations, we have learned from past experience
that this gives much better motor starting ability and
longer life in comparison to solid state type. When
major power outages occur, we here at Maxi-Power
are found busy repairing generators of ail makes,
shapes, and sizes, one of the most frequent problems
being solid state regulators.

A completely brushless design is standard on
larger units and is also available on the complete line,
even the smallest unit.

Each Maxi-Power generator is carefully manufac-
tured locally by skilled crafts men and is tested
before it leaves the factory to be sure that it meets
up to our rigid standards. The ratings are all con-
tinuous standby which give a cooler running
temperature than most generators on the market. It
is then backed by a three year warranty. Only then
can the generator bear the name Maxi-Power a
tradition of quality and service.

We are here at Maxi-Power to serve the public with
emergency and prime power, so feel free to call us for
more information or a demonstration.
717-274-1483.


